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Pistons blow out Hawks

By Michael Cunningham  

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

11:09 p.m. Tuesday, December 14, 2010 

AUBURN HILLS, Mich. -- For all their troubles beating the league's best teams, the Hawks have 

generally handled those teams below them in the standings.

The Pistons changed that on Tuesday night when they beat the Hawks 103-80 -- for their first victory of 

the season against an opponent with a winning record.

Detroit salvaged some pride in the process, too.

The Pistons are near the bottom of the Eastern Conference standings. In their last game, they blew a 25-

point lead while losing 120-116 to the Raptors at The Palace.

On Tuesday night, there was a sparse crowd because of Detroit's losing ways and also the brutal traffic 

conditions caused by poor weather. The fans who showed up saw the Pistons build a lead behind Rip 

Hamilton's scoring and then close out the Hawks with a 39-point fourth quarter when Atlanta threatened 

to rally.

"You've got to give the Pistons credit," Hawks coach Larry Drew said. "They made shots. Defensively, we 

didn't play with a sense of urgency."

The Hawks have lost two of three games and are now 5-3 without injured All-Star Joe Johnson. They 

dropped to 12-4 against teams with losing records.

Atlanta couldn't stop Hamilton, who finished with 24 points, early on and couldn't sustain its rally late.

Hamilton, known for constantly moving on the court while using multiple screens, ran around the Hawks 

while scoring 20 points to help the Pistons to a 49-37 halftime lead . The Hawks finally slowed Hamilton 

in the the third quarter, got their offense going and got back in it.

Atlanta opened the period with an 11-0 run to get within 49-48. Josh Smith and Al Horford each scored 

four points during the burst and Marvin Williams finished it with a 3-pointer.

The Pistons twice extended the lead to eight points before Atlanta trimmed it to 64-61 to end the third 

quarter. Atlanta was down 66-63 with less than 10 minutes to play but Detroit went on a 15-3 run and the 

Hawks never got the margin below 11 from there.

Atlanta had seven turnovers in the final period.
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"We did a good job fighting back," Drew said. "But all it takes is two or three bad possessions with bad 

shots and turnovers and then the game gets out of hand."

Reserves Charlie Villanueva and Tracy McGrady led the charge for the Pistons. The two combined for 28 

of Detroit's 39 fourth-quarter points, with McGrady making four 3-pointers and Villanueva two.

"It really started with the 3-point shots," Hawks forward Josh Smith said. "T-Mac had an unbelievable 

game, probably his best game of the year."

Detroit only needed four points from Hamilton in the second half after he dominated in the first. The 

Hawks had Bibby, Damien Wilkins and Mo Evans chasing Hamilton at various times, and he scored on 

them while making 7 of 11 shots before halftime.

When the Hawks guarded against Hamilton's drives, he made jump shots. When Atlanta tried to limit his 

jump shots, Hamilton drove to the basket and either scored or got fouled.

Once the Hawks figured out Hamilton, McGrady and Villanueva got hot and the Pistons were on their 

way to victory.

"I looked up at the scoreboard and they were up like 74-66," Bibby said. "The next time I looked up it was 

like 80 to 100. I don't know what happened."
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